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Abstract 

Our case study attempts to show the manner by which change has been introduced and dealt within the Business 

School of a private Cypriot University, the European University Cyprus. Then it tries to demonstrate if the 
success of the change process has its roots in the history of the organization and its representative strategies as 

per the theoretical framework of the literature review. Out of the main study results it emerges that it is the trust 
placed on the organization by the management, the staff and the student body that can bring high standards of 

education to the change process along with the acceptance for process and embedded innovation. At the other 

end, there are still strong drawbacks that hider change management to its full positive results. These reside 

mostly the inequalities, the social contract issues and keeping promises. 
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Introduction

Organizations worldwide are confronting with more turbulent, more demanding times and 

shareholders, less time to act and more astute “customers”, hence many are restructuring their 

business to meet at least these challenges. The only question mark is on how much time and change 

dependent are such requirements and which is the sustainable effect foreseen on the education 

industry as a whole. 

Sustainable growth in private business has always relayed on the restructuring of the business 
strategies utilized and on the recovery of the investment and consumption markets. As this latest 
crisis was an over-consumption- overspending- overleveraging related one, the way to tackle such 

sustainable growth requires focused socio-economic and financial skills, but in essence, the long term 

indirect engine is the continuous adaptation to change in all sectors of the economy and now more 
then ever, in the education system reformation.  

In this perspective, the private Universities sector in Cyprus is now operating within a very 
competitive and highly regulated European environment. The existing private Universities have acted 

under a much simpler college type organizational structure and have had to face the inevitable 
changes brought about by a new economic environment. The fact that since 2004 Cyprus has become 
a member of the European Union has changed the general setup of the problem, since nowadays 

more then 53% of students study in the EU. (Cyrpus in the EU Scale, 2008.) 
Within this general context, private Universities had to develop and adapt to the new 

demanding regulations that govern the operations of a university teaching and research type 

institution and continue to be self reliant and economically viable. At the same time, change was 
inevitable, while circumstances continue to produce new challenges.  

In the our case study of the oldest private Universities in Cyprus, the European University 

Cyprus (EUC) the human resources seem to have beene re-developed, sound personnel policies 

adopted, proper manpower planning implemented and assessment and a conscious policy revised to 

improve work and management at all levels. These have been important factors that have contributed 

to its success story. However, the effects of change are still affecting everyone in their daily 
activities. Therefore proper change management skills are imperative, if all mismanaged it could 
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have disastrous effects. Also, since change becomes pertaining, mangers in this industry need to 

strive to find new ways to understand it and act in an optimum way. 
Our case study attempts to show the manner by which change has been introduced and dealt 

with and then to demonstrate that the success of the change process has its roots in the history of the 
organization and its manpower. It is the trust placed on the organization by the management, the staff 
and the student body that can bring high standards of education to the change process. 

The paper is drawn under a case study and event study methodology combined with 

exploratory research since the moment of the accreditation of EUC in 2008 till 2011. We plan 
through this study to capture and integrate people’s perceptions, behaviour, cognition or knowledge 

and creative ideas in the way they have faced change in their environment and then propose a pattern 
for dealing with concrete change management problems and actions to prevent potential activity 

disruptions.
Altogether, our study also tries to collect and present information related to the way EUC has 

dealt so far with current change management issues, especially value changes at its strategic level. 
Additionally, the study wants to raise the need to know how to handle appropriate ways of correct 
and wrong application of change management in the industry. 

Last but not least, the study aims at redesigning a conceptual framework encompassing 

strategic and practical aspects emerged from the data analysis that can help managers of other 
European Private Universities deal in a better and sustainable way with such phenomena. 

1. Literature review and the research theoretical framework- responding to the power 

of change  

Be it a large or small organization of any particular industry, the first thing one must 

understand about dealing with change is that it is a continuous process rather then a status quo. 
Change implementation difficulty relates mostly its communicating vessels effect. Blaise Pascal 

proved in the seventeenth century that the pressure exerted on a molecule of a liquid is transmitted in 

full and with the same intensity in all directions. Meaning, if you change something in one area, it 

affects other areas triggering thus changes in those areas too. This is to say that change is a 

continuous process, mostly cyclical ( Lawrence et al., 2006), that needs adjustment at any of its 

phases and various types of leadership control, strategies and behaviour. 
Also, no matter the organization, change may be applied at different levels, which have 

different power to force change themselves. These levels are considered in our research to include the 
most important 4P’s: 

1.The people at work, first, as they are the main trigger for change due to their changing 
nature, second due to their active role in implementing. Changing people offers the least amount of 

change leverage, due to its actual “impossible task” character to be achieved in a certain timeframe. 
Bureaucratic systems are designed to work in the way they do, not considering who does the job. 

One needs to change the culture of those people, but this is a long, slow process that seldom pulls 

change back through the system.  

2.The processes of work determines how work is performed. Changing work processes is 
important, but it won't force change anywhere else-in fact, it is hard to change work processes 

without changing the organizational structure and administrative systems of an institution. 
3.The power of system within which the organization functions, including the support system 

or the administrative one. If you change the education system, you can force change in every 
institution within it. Systems control their organizations through their administrative systems-

budgeting, personnel, procurement, accounting, auditing and the like. Hence changing these 
administrative systems also creates remarkable leverage. 

4.The profile of the organization level. Learning organizations have been described in 

reverential terms like employees’ paradises, good management practices, socialistic models and 

workplace democracies etc These organizations provide working environments where the employees 
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and management together reflect on all decisions, resolve all differences, if any, through mutual 

dialogue, and open communication systems resulting in high levels of trust, co-operation and 
commitment on the part of the employees which enables generation of learning. (Akella, 2008). 

Universities are close to be this type of organization that is however still constrained by the system's 
rules and incentives, as well as its administrative systems. One can change much within an 
organization, mostly if one can put up some flexibility from the administrative systems. But, clearly 

one has little influence to force change in all Schools within the University, due to the diverse 

panoply of needs. 
Either public or private education institutions, due to their publicly originated system in 

certain countries, have some basic building blocks of organizational structure. This structure must 
relocate itself from a bureaucratic to a more entrepreneurial model. Such a model would include five 

basic strategies that have power over change implementation. We have named them as the "five 
C's.": 

1. The Core Strategy. Creating clarity of purpose for University reform.  
2. The Culture Strategy. Changing employees' habits, modus operandi, hearts and minds.  
3. The Customer Strategy. Making Universities accountable to their customers.  

4. The Control Strategy. Pushing control down from the top and out from the center. Do not 

fear serendipity though.  
5. The Compilation Strategy. Creating a set of actions for performance measurement and 

responsibilities.  
Fig. 1. The Research Theoretical Framework (Source: Authors’ research) 
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Our theoretical framework creates under a 5Cs format of strategies, a pyramidal non-vertical 
relationship concept that is supported by the interactions among the 4Ps presented above. In our 

framework, the bonder between the 5Cs and the 4Ps resides in:  

Ideas implementation, (when it comes to implementing the system’s requirements into the 

profile of the organization) 

Practical creativity in collective behaviour is necessary both ways when designing the 
University profile to match the underlying processes of work, as well as restructuring these processes 

in order to redefine a new organizational image. 

Balancing cognition and behaviour at both individual and group level is know-how and 

skills related double way of accommodating people in the new processes of work, as well as tailoring 
such processes for the people’s needs. 

Balancing individuals and systems (when trying to fit systems in for people and when 

accommodating people’s need into the system). 
To be strategic in restructuring such institutions one must get leverage as high in the system 

as possible and one must change as many of the fundamental construction blocks (the 5C's) as 
possible.

By creating a clear purpose and decentralizing power are major changes, for example-but 
without compilation for performance they are barely sufficient. If the five 5C's represent the central 

levers for restructuring, then how do they work?  

1.1. The Core Strategy  

The core strategy focuses on steering, not rowing-making policy and setting direction rather 

than producing services. It involves three basic approaches.
The first is removing what does not add to the purpose of the University-by abandoning it. 

This move offers to the decision makers the clarity of purpose they need to manage effectively.  
A second approach is uncoupling steering from rowing and compliance from service 

functions. Separating these roles into distinct organizational units with separate missions can enhance 
the quality and effectiveness of both steering and rowing. The British and New Zealanders, which are 

relatively far from the Cypriot education system, have done this systematically, at both the national 
and local levels. It has helped these two countries achieve enormous improvements in the efficiency 

and effectiveness of their educational systems.  
A third core approach is to clarify the aim by creating new steering mechanisms. This is a 

specific move in the American educational system. In Cyprus, steering functions tend to be 
concentrated in the hands of a few people rather than in elective bodies. But elected bodies like the 

Academic Senate, the Board of Directors, have great difficulty thinking and acting strategically.  
There are, however, ways to get around this. When adopting long-term outcome goals of the 

University, then these are translated into medium- and short-term outcome goals, which then 
translates into output targets for other Schools and departments. EUC has created a highly visible 

body representative of stakeholder groups in the community, under the new EUC brand name. It has 

set long-term goals, which may act as benchmarks, and it measures progress and reports to the all 

stakeholders including to the community.  
While all educators must play key roles in changing mentalities, the burden is even greater for 

those in leadership positions. Leaders must respond to change appropriately and show others the 
way. They must take University staff on challenging journeys that the staff often would not take on 

their own by creating room for creativity and innovation and releasing any other constraints in their 
activities. 

By nature, researching and teaching is a creative work and a liberal individualistic one. Those 
who try imposing systems in this industry will not perform well at all. Besides, people like to feel 
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comfortable and do not want to disturb authorities for the sake of being themselves protected. In such 

case, no development is possible. 

1.2. The Culture Strategy  

This strategy is the weakest of the five C's in terms of implementation and transparency. 
However, it is a key component of the pyramid that must be fine tuned when implementing change. 

The other C's will coerce changes in the culture-but they will not always create exactly the culture 

reformers want. At some point in the change process, all successful implementers discover that they 
must deliberately work to change their employees' habits, modus operandi, hearts, and minds.  

One approach that creates the most leverage is to change what people do. If one creates new 
experiences and new behaviour, new thinking will come in. Available tools include interactive 

strategic planning, job and role rotation, internships and externships, cross-walking and cross-talking 
(e.g., interdepartmental or inter-schools task forces), and contests.  

Dealing with people's emotions has leverage because emotions are far more powerful than 
ideas. You can do this by celebrating successes in outcomes, processes and initiatives and honoring 
failures; creating new symbols; setting up new rituals; team building; and investing in your 

employees and their physical and virtual work space.  

The final approach to working the culture lever is what we call “charming minds”.  
Some leaders develop new mental models by involving their staff in the creation of mission 

statements, in the vision processes, and in articulating their beliefs, values, and assumptions. Others 

use systems models to create familiar understanding of the way things work and how changes will be 
successful.

Frequent barriers with these strategic levers are related to:  

elected authorities/managers who play politics when leadership is needed;  

resources that are stuck in narrow line items;  

staff rules that eliminate the flexibility employees need to produce changes;  

unions that see their role not as asserting employee's welfare and principles, but as 

maximizing their connections;  

the intricate array of stakeholders in the existing system.  
For sure, there are ways around these various barriers to better serve stakeholders’ needs, but 

they are not easy, they need to be "worked-out."  

1.3. The Customer Strategy  

The first best way to change private higher education institutions is to make it accountable to 

its customers. In terms of customers we have considered students, academic and administrative staff. 
When we talk about “customer needs” and stakeholders in education, we come across a lack 

of consensus for the student as customer concept (see Eagle and Brennan, 2007 vs. Svensson and 
Wook, 2007). Trying to advance our theoretical framework, we utilize concepts from relational 
theories, acknowledging that higher education is largely a private good and this essentially “makes 

the student the customer in the higher education process” (Eagle and Brennan, 2007, p.48).  

Related to the internal customers, the academic staff, several countries in the EU including 
Sweden, Australia and the UK have gone as far as considering compulsory teacher training for 

lecturers. Some countries, (eg Norway), are currently implementing such a policy. We are not 
suggesting a similar policy but the acknowledgement that, if you ‘train higher education teachers to 

teach, they will do a better job than untrained ones’ (Trowler and Bamber, 2005: 80). Also if you 
train key leaders in change management and use teaching staff from the field from various 
organizations that used to be exposed to high pace of change, it proves more effective and less time 

consuming rather then doing it otherwise. 
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In most public or highly stratified organizations, accountability flows up the chain of 

command. The most prevailing way to achieve goals that are important to the customer is by creating 
customer choice. If customers can choose the service providers they prefer-the flow of money 

follows their choices-then the institution that serves them must be accountable for satisfying their 
needs.

The second approach is quality assurance. One can set “customer” service standards and 

require Universities to meet them or offer their customers some form of redress.  

However, in order to use the customer strategy, one has to listen to the both internal and 
external customers, using surveys, focus groups, interviews, rating systems, complaint tracking 

systems, etc. Although necessary, this is not sufficient to enforce change. The University 
management may find out what the customer wants, but it may not be willing to go through the pain 

of the changes required to carry it through for the sake of “push” rather than “pull” and avoiding 
serendipity (Hagel et al., 2010).  

In terms of the change application for Universities at their most “visible customer” level (i.e. 
the student) the Rigor/Relevance Framework further presented in Fig. 2.below (Jones, 2008) may 
prove an interesting view point knowledge-related. It uses four quadrants that represent levels of 

learning.

On the Knowledge axis, the framework defines low rigor as Quadrants A and B and high 
rigor as Quadrants C and D. On the Knowledge axis, Quadrant A represents a basic understanding of 

knowledge per se. Quadrant A is named “Acquisition” because students gather and store parts of 
knowledge and information. 

Quadrant C, “Assimilation,” represents more difficult thinking, yet still knowledge for its own 

sake. In Quadrant C, students extend and refine their acquired knowledge to be able to use it 

automatically and routinely to analyze and solve problems and to create unique solutions.  
Quadrants B and D represent actions or high degrees of application. In Quadrant B, 

“Application,” students use asked to solve problems, find solutions, and finalize work.

In Quadrant D, “Adaptation,” students have the competence to think in complex ways as they 

apply knowledge and skills they have acquired to new and unpredictable situations. Students create 

solutions and take actions that further develop their skills and knowledge. 

Knowing that students need a rigorous and relevant curriculum taught in a climate of positive 
relationships is an important step in school reform (Jones, 2008, pp 7), while the same way of 
thinking can be applied to other “customers “of the University. 
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Fig. 2. Rigor/ Relevance framework Source (Jones, 2008, pp 5) 

However, Jones (2008) matrix misses a control unit and measure and constant rethinking of 

the necessary double loops and feedback types necessary in learning and managing the process of 

learning and change, issues that we further discuss. 

1.4. The Control Strategy  
The control strategy pushes considerable decision-making power down through the hierarchy 

and at times out to the community. It transfers the form of control from detailed rules and 
hierarchical instructions to shared missions and systems that generate accountability for performance. 

But what is performance for Universities: knowledge towards students, developing life-long learning 

skills, creating employability, generating academic knowledge, developing a great name worldwide, 
increasing shareholder’s value no matter what? 

We have suggested three approaches in tackling this strategy:  

Organizational empowerment moves control down to organizations by loosening the grip of 

the central administrative structures, such as budget, personnel and procurement systems that are run 

under equalitarian terms.  

Organizations then use employee empowerment to push decision-making authority down to 

those with front-line knowledge. Finally, some re-inventers use a third approach, called community 
empowerment.  

They shift control from the University towards the community, empowering community 
members and other organizations to solve their own problems and take responsibility of their actions.  

In terms of control tools, Private University managers and academia are open relatively 

reluctant in using the Internet, in the sense of not letting it change exclusive knowledge management 
practices. 

Implementation of Internet had been adjusted to acceptance of intranet and fostering 

communication among personnel for academic, managerial and supporting roles. It wants to exploit 

the advantages of online communication without letting such communication challenge its expertise 

model. But one cannot have it both ways. One cannot participate in a medium fundamentally 

developed around the concept of ingenuousness if one insists on a closed model of know-how and 
knowledge control, such as the above mentioned frame: the intranet. 
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In terms of managerial control over the teachers Unions and vice versa, one cannot act 

towards major changes unless it offers that “little something” gradually. Teachers’ Union 
negotiations with the management should not be “over the bush”, but transparent and with 

advancements based on concrete propositions and adjusted upon European benchmarks and 
accomplishments. In this respect, control pressure from the Union should be made from a third party/ 
consultant involved both in the negotiations process as well in drafting terms and conditions. The 

Union is always a tool for auditing and maintaining University regulations and system of work down 

to people. 

1.5. The Compilation Strategy  

Creating a compilation of strategies and using consequences for performance is probably the 

most powerful lever in the reformation tool kit.  
There are three approaches to working this lever:  

When appropriate, the greatest impact of this strategy can be achieved by using enterprise 

management: putting the University in a competitive market, making it dependent on its “customers” 
for its revenue, and letting it sink or swim based on how well it serves its customers. There is nothing 
like competition to force rapid change. This approach is only appropriate for services that should be 

paid for directly by their customers, but not for the academic and research work, where competition 
should come in terms of services and stimuli offered to “internal customers”. 

A second approach is called controlled competition. If you cannot put the University in a 

market you can often create competition through competitive contracting, by using "market testing" 
approach. As a paradox though, when a British University introduced a certain innovative 

programme, another American University won the funds in their own country on the same idea. The 
same thing can happen internally in Cyprus, when private universities compete in coping each others 

programmes instead of being innovative, searching for blended learning techniques, become 
innovative and focused on developing student’s creativity (MihaiYiannaki and Savvides, 2010) and 

diversity both in curricula development and in course delivery. Eventually, utilize disruptive 
innovation, a term of art coined by Clayton Christensen (2010), that can be introduced as a process 

whereby simple application of creativity related programs and change management for the bottom of 
a market can then relentlessly moves ‘up market’, eventually displacing established competitors.  

The third approach is performance management. If you cannot use competition, you can 

measure results and create incentives or rewards for those who accomplish them. You can use tools 
such as performance awards, performance pay, performance-based budgets, and gain-sharing to 
create incentives for high performance at both students and staff members’ levels.  

2. Research methodology 

The qualitative approach has been chosen by the research team as it provides an inventory of 

in-depth data with higher information content that cannot always be anticipated at the outset of the 
research process.  

The significance, in particular, of qualitative methodology is also in the fact that it enables a 

contextual and social placement of gathered information, includes the process, causal and related 

nature of phenomena, and does not study and acquire, respectively, the data separately from other 
accompanying phenomena. Similarly, it allows for the acquisition of the so called “concealed” 

contents, which can easily escape the classical positivistic approach. Finally quantitative research 
often restricts experiences that are so crucial to ‘attitudes/opinions’ which is the focus of this 

research. 
As the moderator can challenge and probe for the most truthful responses, supporters claim, 

qualitative research can yield a more in-depth analysis than that produced by formal quantitative 

methods.’ (Mariampolski, 1984).
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These interviews contain standardized instruments that emerge from the literature review and 

the research theoretical framework grouped primarily on the categories of 5C;s and 4Ps. 
Also the purpose of the interviews was to discuss the importance of enhancing change 

adaptation, change behaviour, response to change and acceptance of change within the University/ 
Business School. Upon the obtained results, the paper has identified the main barriers and constraints 
related to change introduction in the Business School as well as has improved the research 

framework.  

The main data collection instrument, the semi-structured interview was initiated with 4 of the 
members of the University and Business School authorities, managers and chair persons. Analysis 

has been conducted in the spirit of the Miles and Huberman’s (1994) approach, manually and 
mechanically. The manual part has included traditional analytical methods such as introducing 

marginal remarks and memos within the transcripts and then producing a one-page summary with 
key points for each semi structured-interview. At this stage, analysis was conducted in search of 

relationships and patterns. 
Coding, for both instruments, was a combination of pre-coding and open coding. The pre-

assigned codes were derived from the literature and the study’s objectives. Open coding was carried 

out during analysis, both at the manual and mechanical level. 

Following the culmination of the above procedures, the research team was able to describe the 
current situation and isolate the knowledge, training, coaching and attitude deficiencies which needed 
to be addressed and included within change management recommendations part. However the results 

of the project provide an excellent opportunity for the future expansion of the topic idea at European 
and International level. 

2.1. Research Results Interpretation  

Table 1. The Pathologies of Changes and EUC management response: 
Organisational Imbalance Change Pathology Management responses 

Over-reliance on individuals: 

too many evangelistic and 

autocrats

few architects and educators 

Creativity without 
learning 

-No creative culture implemented, nor 
efforts in this way undergone till the 

settlement of change. 

Over-reliance on systems: 

too many architects and 

educators

few evangelistic and autocrats 

Institutionalisation 
without creativity 

-Overreliance on MIS, without 
understanding its role in the general 

strategy, fear of regulators, but positive 

feedback from them. 

Over-reliance on thinking: 

too many evangelistic and 

educators

few autocrats and architects 

Ideas without 

implementation 

-No initiative follow up, despite medium to 

high level of novelty acceptance, 

advertising is seen in a heterogeneous way. 

Over-reliance on doing: 

too many architects and 
autocrats

few evangelists and educators 

Change without 
strategy 

-Strong focus on customer strategy without 
innovation, but based on diversification, 

which may lead to control, quality and time 
management issues. 

Source: (Lawrence et al., 2006, pp.65, and research results) 
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 Table 2. The Research Framework synthetic results  
Strategy Analysis Research Results 

1. The Core Strategy. Creating clarity of 

purpose for University reform.  

Clarity recognized at managerial level in both form and 

content, but the strategy of change is very diversely seen. 

1. The Culture Strategy. Changing 

employees' habits, modus operandi, hearts 
and minds.  

Culture is not identifiable yet at managerial level. Initial stage 

of shaping organizational culture due to lack of specialized 
continuous training and human resources allocation. All is 

based on trust and on existing people’s capabilities. 

2. The Customer Strategy. Making 

Universities accountable to their 
customers.  

Very diverse opinions on customer strategy, approach and 

education, as well as regarding supporting issues and 
processes. 

3. The Control Strategy. Pushing control 

down from the top and out from the center. 

Do not fear serendipity though.  

Very tall organization, with limited power of action at bottom 

level, lacking serendipity support and liberty of action 

regarding investments in people, systems and processes. 

4. The Compilation Strategy. Creating a set 
of actions for performance measurement 

and responsibilities.  

Balanced compilation strategy, yet with missing parts affecting 
the overall change results, especially linked to management of 

resource allocation and lack of HRM transparent policies. 

Source: Respondent’s results based on author’s semi structured interview as in Appendix 2. 

3. Emerging recommendations for how to change in business schools 

The following eight components have been identify the more specific actions that schools 

must take to achieve rigor, relevance, and relationships. These eight are not sequential, but all must 

be addressed if schools are to prepare students adequately for their future. The aspects of the living 

system model should be reflected through each of these components. 

1. Be guided by a Common Vision and Goals through the Rigor, Relevance, and 

Relationships framework. Everyone must be committed to shared goals to measure success, and 

personnel must have the same viewpoint as to what it the main goal of the University. 

2. Be ready to avoid the pathologies of change in the University, by knowing well its 

imbalance, where is the vision and mission and the next following steps. 

3. Give power to Leadership Teams to Take Action and Innovate. Leadership does not reside 

in a single position, but reflects the aptitudes and attitudes of all personnel, as role models, who take 

action and improve through effective learning communities. 

4. Notify decisions through MIS and budgetary liberty. The entire University reform is a 

continuous process guided by a well-developed data structure based on several measures of student 

learning. There is a need for quality data to make fast decisions about curriculum, instruction 

materials and methods as well as assessment. But , there is a need for separation of budgetary issues 

for better providing incentives to staff development, trust, commitment and bonding. 

5. Adopt effective Instructional Practices for lifelong learning. More than excellent marks, 

successful instructional practices include having a broad range of strategies and tools to meet the 

needs of diverse learners in all disciplines and grade levels. 

6. Make Clear Student Learning Expectations, letting though in innovation and creativity. 

When clarity takes place in explaining students what they are expected to learn, they meet with 

success in improving student realization, but also if creative incentives and modus operandi are 

enforced.

7. Address Managerial Structures and Processes. Managerial structure should be determined 

by instructional needs. Only after a comprehensive review of instructional practices should schools 

begin to address managerial issues such as school schedules, use of time, unique learning 

opportunities, school calendars etc. 
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8. Monitor Progress/Improve Support Systems. Highly successful programs recognize the 

need to monitor student progress on a regular basis. Successful higher education institutions use 

formative assessments in an organized, deliberate, and ongoing way to monitor student advancement. 

More, they use this data immediately to adjust instructional methods and adapt to meet student needs. 

9. Redefine and reinvent process on an ongoing basis and assure quality without copying 

models, but basing them on ethical standards and organizational culture. High-performing schools 

realize that success is a continuing and ever-changing course of action. This step in the process, in 

fact, should refresh the process and cause University/ Business School leaders to consider new 

challenges and search potential solutions and successful practices internationally, find benchmarks 

and assure quality. 

3.1. Deliverables from managing change in our research and case study 

The following three form the core still pending deliverables of our managing change 

framework at Universities/ Business School level:  

(1). Aim for rigor, relevance, and relationships, inspiring trust,  

(2) Begin with the end in mind, and look at the open non-vertical pyramidal cluster of 

strategies, allowing open innovation and creativity in process, content and form. 

(3) Consider Universities an organism that links the above strategies with the 4Ps through its 

4 bonders.  

Conclusions 

This research has produced a theoretical framework backed by a case study where change 

management was interpreted in terms of semi-structured interviews and event methodology results 

for the European University Cyprus for the period of 2008-2011. We can conclude that this 

framework proves to be valid in the conditions and that a series of 10 principles result as conclusions 

to our research study. 

These principles give improved detail to the practices that one needs to focus on when 

implementing certain changes at in higher education institutions: 

1. Decide with data, not intuitions. True data-driven achievement involves much more than 

simply reacting to “low-test” scores. The choice of what and how much to change must be based on 

data that shows what the world beyond the Business School expects graduates to know and be able to 

do, but also what is ethical to know and do. 

2. Enlist passionate people who glimpse opportunities. Leadership is one of the keys to 

success. That leadership is started and designed by a main leader, but is not restricted to a single 

individual. Successful Universities thrive with models of team and shared leadership.  

3. Develop staff through professional and personal learning, training in managing change, and 

conflict. A staff team that functions as a professional learning community comes together for 

learning within a supportive community. At the same time conflict, which in times of change is 

inherent, should not be a threat to cooperation, nor needed to be resolved rapidly and permanently 

(Huczynski and Buchanan, 2001), but rather in a correct and just manner. 

4. Inspire innovative instruction and engagement. Just as standards and tests do not constitute 

a curriculum, high-performing Business Schools recognize that curriculum is not instruction. The 

idea is to play the game on the uniqueness of each student and become a student centered 

organization. Prioritize the curriculum, as less is more. Teachers need to engage in a clear way to 

help differentiate among curriculum topics that are essential for all students and those that are only 

nice to know.  
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5. Make good use with the community to form true partnerships based on keeping the promise 

and thus enhancing trust. Community and business partners bring many benefits to a University and 

especially to Business Schools in terms of learning, teaching, sharing, financial support and not least 

employability. 

6. Hold teams accountable for learning results. Good leaders not only set powerful visions and 

high expectations, but also follow up to make sure staff implement approved practices.  

7. Know your “customers”, know your strengths. Business Schools need to find ways to 

customize instruction by fully understanding the culture, prior experiences, learning styles, 

backgrounds, and interests of its all “customers”. At the same time they have to offer various success 

paths without distorting the most performing ones who are already implemented and have proven 

unbeaten. Rather than holding instructional approaches constant and putting up with different results 

in student accomplishment, multiple pathways create different alternatives for students to acquire the 

same learning. 

8. Measure learning by know-how. Many Business Schools need to reexamine grading 

policies both at the school and classroom levels to ensure that student achievement measurement 

results in students being graded on proficiency rather than seat time. 

9. Compel to high expectations. Business Schools that establish high expectations for all 

students and provide the support necessary to achieve these expectations have high rates of academic 

success. High expectations have to be a way of life and drive daily behaviors and actions. 

10. Foster positive relationships to close the loop rigor/ relevance/ relationship. Strong 

relationships based on trust and commitments are decisive in students carrying out thorough work. 

Students are more likely to make a personal vow to engage in rigorous learning when they know 

teachers, parents, and other students actually care about how well they do. 
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APPENDIX 1. RESEARCH SEMI STRUCTURED INTERVIEW BASE 

The Interview questions are valid for the period 2008 to 2010. 

The questions “how much” have been scaled from 1 to 5. (Where: 1. is very little, 2. little, 3. 

some, 4. significant and 5. very much.) 

1. What is your opinion about change at University level in general? 

2. How much has the education environment changed for the past two years?  

3. Which are the areas of change needed in the University? (Name at least 3 areas). 

4. Where do you see your University coping best with change? 

5. What are the most difficult tasks in this respect? 

6. What are the three things you would change first now? 

7. Have you benefit of training in change management? 

8. How can the University improve service to its stakeholders? 

A. Students; B. academic staff; C. administrative staff; D. the community 

9. How much does money help you in managing change? 

10. What financial aids you consider in implementing change? 

11. Would a specific strategy that is known to everyone help you in implementing changes? 

Which is this one? 

12. How much uncertainty you think is acceptable when implementing change, if any from a 

scale of 1 to 5?  

13. How much planning do you use when implementing change in general and how much 

you use for this case? 

14. Do you involve your team in implementing change? 

a. Yes, why? To what level/ which areas? And how many of all your team members? Do 

you allocate extra members for this? 

b. No, why? 

15. How much of change do you consider in your core strategy? 

16. How much change you allow in controlling the business? 

17. How much have you changed in your department/ area? 

18. How much budgeting do you do when implementing change? 

19. What are three budget items you consider necessary but had not really thought about 

prior to this year’s change and where would you cut this budget for this year? 

20. How much you want to change the believes of your personnel? If so how much you think 

you have changed their believes? 

21. How much you want to change the believes of your students? If so how much you think 

you have changed their believes? 

22. How much creativity from your staff do you allow when implementing change? 
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23. Do you consider change at advertising level and publicity of your University and by 

which means? 

24. Do you consider change in the pricing, what prices would you use for students fees 

(promotional, skimming, etc)? 

25. Do you consider change in the type of customer niche and which would be this one? 

26. Do you consider change in the offerings of products? And to what degree of 

diversification? 

27. Do you consider change in the relationship with your partners (business ones) and other 

organization? How do you think this would this affect your future business?(How do you keep them 

happy? 

28. How much importance you give for free interchange of ideas? 

29. How much leadership you think is required in times of change for your University? 

30. How much novelty do you think is acceptable for your University? 

31. Do you think is good to follow the market or follow your own strategy? 

32. Have you reconsidered changing the goals set up two years ago? 

33. What are you most important performance indicator for your Institution? 

34. The human resources have had to be re-developed, sound personnel policies adopted, 

proper manpower planning implemented and assessment and a conscious policy adopted to improve 

management at all levels. How did you achieve this in your area? 

35. Regarding research / (your department) area what was the biggest change you (want to 

be) implemented? 

36. Are you satisfied with the achieved change strategies implemented at your University? 
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APPENDIX 2. RESEARCH SEMI STRUCTURED INTERVIEW RESPONSES 


